
9/16/69 

Dear Gary, 

I return herewith the Jasper 9/5 letter, enclosed with yours of 9/12/ 
Under the cirelentenced, I'd say it is at least as Geed e letter as we had any right 
to expect, probably better. They are afraid, no more, no lass. He saw enough, 
understands enough. 	is a correct observation, of course, and I won pointed 
with him about the former friends and staffers of the victims. But if 	do 
come, as events may inspire - we do not knowwhat will happen when --I

,  
I'll give them 

a few coepreeensible thiegs they con, I think safely, do e-mething about. Yeenthile, 
made a pretty broad hint he might talk to Teddy's ran, who he knows. Yours is a 

very good letter....Nader has no listed phone. I've tried to get Bud to try and 
reach him, waiting until I was in a position to do him what amounts to a fever. 

Strep throat seems to be going aroubd, Paul just had one. 

Shhw/Penthouse: I do not recall when Nene,  -ens where or ceased to be. 
Dut ell of this talk is of one orgeriention. Without loekine it up, I thin% I 
recall a second. 

Did I not indicate to Mary the ponsibility that because of her 
outspoke nness she night not hove been given the full anti-me treatment. T4ought 
I had. Right or wrong, it is bast for her to be aware, however she interprets it. 
Or me. however you see.rese tnie, tactfully or otherwise, it is important she be 
able to properly evaluate those.  strange people. She may be teeinf their words, 
believing teem dependable, thorce.gh, etc. 

I feel the best cure for the anxiety is curing its causes. This le not 
easy, given some of our tensions, and more difficult when I do not knoe ehich may 
be causative. I sabre your low opinion of shrinks. Every one I've ever met im-
pressed ne as a guy who took that specialty to lave fees. I suppose best of 911 
would be a long vacation. However, I an tryins to rest longer, ueuelly succeeding, 
and I do spend part of e(flry day otherwise occupied. I spent en hour, working up a 
good sweat, vatting weeds and 'pulling honeysuckle, then, later, tcck a short 
dip (the teeter was chilAx.F, so cold). I've been trying to avid the eeuenil, but 
I wonder if it is rood idea. Ind, I do a few calisthenics on arising, and retiring, 
if only to keep the stiffening members a bit more supple. I do not overdo this. 

On the elides: none from link's boek, which will show screen on projection. 
When you can from neg. fine. No rush. 

liven the .attire of the detective business, it ie not unusual foe them to 
investigate you if they are carious about the invitation. I thibk it best to be alert 
to the possibilities, some of which 1  suggested, but 1  think ie also else to con-
sider they are serious. I'd certainly accept it if they make the offer. .nd, as 
legal investigators, whatever that is, they :nay be not Toll known to the reeeler 
private eyes. I suggest that as soon as you are well end your sbxool work (which 
should come first) permits, you meet with hint and play bin straight, assuming his 
good faith and good intentions. Before we get Bud, who is busy with his book, to 
spend time on this, let us await developments there. I think this is probably 
a real organization. There is no Donald Gisevius in the N.O. phone book (12/87), 
but the firm is, ot the address given. My hench is that these are company employees. 
:',hat specialties in law, I could only guess. Like damage specialists, etc. Be 
Open-eyed, not paranoid, about it. And I suggest that you may hear from more 
people you'd not expect to through WCCO merely because it is the b3st-known 
station in the area, if not also the oldexet. Take care health and 



UNIVERSITY OF innesora, 

MEDICAL SCHOOL 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 53455 

Sept. 12, 1969 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for all the letters and enclosures. This will have to be brief. To add to my prelim 
worries, I now have strep throat. This is a double problem, since it will take many hours away 
from study to get extra rest--I had hoped to go at it day and night from here on in. 

Radio tapes in the archives sounds amazing--no telling what is in them. I too am unawareof 
their existance or any listing of it. 

Jasper meeting sounds interesting--especially presence of two guests. Enclosed is Jasper's 
letter. Copy it when you get the chance and return it. He sounds like a reasonably sincere 
guy. Also enclosed is a copy of my letter to him for your files. I took time off to write 
it because I think that it would be good to give them reinforcement for their interest. 

The Buchanan thing in the Enquirer is the same interview Jim sent Vince and me. This explains 
Fred's knowledge of the interview. The confusion was because Jim had not identified the inter-
viewer in the xeroxed copy he sent. 

On the Shaw piece in Penthouse, was Nagy alive when Shaw was with the trade mart in Italy. I 
thought that Nagy was in the Soviet Union, unheard from, and presumed dead. Unless my memory 
is way off, something is very wrong here. 

The letter to Mary may have been a mistake, since I suspect that Lifton might have be afraid 
to say much, given the fact that I will be going down theee to meet her. He is probably quite 
well aware of the fact that I can counter anything he says, and therefore saying too much can 
only serve to discredit himselfe. In any event, I will try to explaint the situation tactfully. 

On the anxiety, theee are no good readings which would be worth your time. It is not well under-
stood and everyone has an ax to grind. The extensive experimohtal work would be of no use to 
you. As for psychiatrists, I have a very low opinion of them, but, for your purposes, a reliable 
one who could presbribe medication would be useful. By and large that is all they are good for, 
although there are good ones. They are not well trained, especially as compared to clinical 
psychologists. That's why I am getting a PhD and not an MD. Rest and getting out to do things 
is often the best cure. 

Sorry on Mary's letter. If I wasn't in such a daze I would have noticed that it was addressed 
to you also. 

On the slides of the Hughes film and Weaver photo, I should point out before sending them tha 
they were made from Tink's book. I will definitely be making a better Weaver slide from the 
negative I borrowed from Fred and may be able to get a few Hughes slides from him also. If 
you still want them, however, I will send. Take a look at them in the appendix to Tink's book 
first though. 

On Haapanen, he gets good ideas, and did a decent memo on Rubyts finances, but generally does 
not seem too productive, unless I just don't get to see his stuff (which is unlikely given my 
correspondence with Rennar). He could have had a memo on the Indonesian thing done a long 
while ago. He knows the volumes qiite well, but knows nothing about the archives. 

Vince has had no cohtact with Tink for a long while, and the last contact was Vince calling him 
on the phone, and then meeting with him, discussing the charge that Tink was an agent. I would 
in some ways stand a better chance of getting it, but may mention it to Vince to see what he 
thinks. Sylvia, naturally, would be the best if she would do it. 



Very perceptive on the June speaking engagement! It may well be a phoney. I had not been sur-
prised at it at first because I am very popular out here and very respected in professional 
circles. For instance, my supporters include one of the most respected lawyers in the state 
who is a law schbol dean. But something is up. Enclosed is a copy of the letter I got from 
the guy, after his phone call (he sent the letter before the call though). He has been making 
inquiries about me which appear to have little reiltion to my speaking ability. Although this 
may sound strange, his mention of hearing me on WCCO is interesting. For some reason, everyone 
who has said that before has turned out to be a strang e person. for instance, a woman who used 
that line made many inquiries and was almost certainly an informant--it's too long a story to 
tell now but there was no doubt in the minds of anyone involved after it happened. It was that 
appearance that brought out Bill Williams, ex-FBI now, to complain to the station and try to get 
their only liberal fired for having said nice things about me (the news director is a facist-- 
told an employee that the Jews weee behind the riots!) I have a professional private investi-
gator working gratis on this case, and thus far he has found no indication that the orgaiization 
on the letterhead exists! The law firm mentioned in the letter is very political (i.e. Anderson 
will be runnigg for governor), the home office of the detective agency has no phone (phone Co. 
executive ran a check), and the Sec. of State for Minn., after saying that Jerry Johnson had 
applied for a license, made a point of saying that he was a fine fellow. My private detective 
says that the latter greatly surprised him--it was very unusual and too coincidental to be believe 
He thinks that there is a plot underfoot to either use me in a political frameup, or frame me, 
and is continuing to investigate. In any event, something is up. After prelims I am going to 
see Mr. Johnson and try to find a few things out. 

Stay well. Best wishes. 

PS: I wonder if Bud can find out anything about the people on the letterhead of the detective 
agency. Chicago people know nothing of it, and neither do Minneapolis law firms. At the 

very least Johnson has misrepresented the importance of his agency to me, since the only innocent 
possibility now is that it is very very new. 
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September 5,1969 

Mr. Gary Schoener 
P.O.Box 392 
Mayo Hospital 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis,Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Schoener; 

Sometime ago I beard your Kennedy presentation on 
W.C.C.O. radio. 

In June of 1970, the National Association of Legal 
Investigators is bolding itts,convention in Minneapolis. As 
the Mid-Northern director I am in charge of that Convention. 

Would you please call me at either 451-6411, the 
Law Offices of Tbuet,Todd,Anderson and Collins, or at my 
home,488-8070 in St.Paul. I would like to talk to you about 
the possibility of your appearing on that program. 

N.A.L.I. is a nation wide association of Legal 
Investigators,botb Staff and. Indepentent, dedicated to the 
education of the Legal Investigator thru the mutual exchange 
of information, the development of a nation-wide network of 
competent investigators,and thepromotion of the Legal Investigator 
as a professional individual to both the general public and 
the Legal profession. 

I believe you could contribute greatly not only to 
our convention seminar but to our association as well. 

Awaiting your telephone call, I am, 

Very (truly, 

REGIONAL DIRECTORS,' JetOrne 
to 
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